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Foreword
Special Issue on Symbolic and Algebraic Computation
Foundations, Algorithmics and Applications: ISSAC 2009
The 34th meeting of the International Symposium on Symbolic and Algebraic Computation
(ISSAC 2009) was held in Seoul, Korea from July 28 to July 31, 2009 at the Korea Institute for
Advanced Study (KIAS). In addition to 47 contributed papers, available in the published proceedings,
ISSAC 2009 included tutorials on Symbolic Computation and Cryptology by Jean-Charles Faugère,
Symbolic Computation and Optimization by Markus Schweighofer and Symbolic Computation
and Computational Geometry by Chee Yap and invited presentations on Automatic Synthesis of
High Performance Mathematical Programs by Markus Püschel, Symbolic and Algebraic Methods in
Computational Origami by Tetsuo Ida and A Gröbner Free Alternative to Solving and a Geometric
Analog of Cook’s Thesis by Marc Giusti.
The present Special Issue contains a selection of seven papers with newmaterial and ideas beyond
those presented in Seoul. We thank all who have submitted papers for consideration. The papers
included in our Special Issue cover investigations on computational homology, fast algorithms for
computing order bases of matrices of power series, fast arithmetic in Artin–Schreier towers with
applications to elliptic curves, polynomial system solving, and quantifier elimination.
We owe our thanks to the ISSAC 2009 Program Committee and the referees who reviewed the
papers submitted to this issue and the original ISSAC submissions. We are also thankful to the
volunteers who helped make the conference a success. Finally we would like to thank Hoon Hong,
Editor-In-Chief of the Journal of Symbolic Computation, for his assistance.
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